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“Out on tour with Bethel Music, I get asked a lot, “Why Meyer speakers?…” In our journey as 

a ministry, I have had the opportunity to mix on just about everything out there. My reason for 

requesting the LEO line of speakers is simple: Fidelity. I can feed large amounts of information to 

them and still achieve a clean mix. The vocals sound clear and crisp. The instruments are all there. 

The phase is clean. The Meyer Leo line gives me studio detail in a live arena.”  

—CHRIS GREELY, FOH Audio for Bethal Church, Redding, CA and VP of Sales at Octane Audio

The Power and Clarity to Deliver Your Message
Nearly 40 years ago, John and Helen Meyer founded Meyer Sound to support music 
makers and storytellers in their creative vision with the highest-quality, most reliable sound 
reinforcement systems available.

During that time, the Meyer family has led their dedicated engineering team to pioneer self-
powered concert loudspeaker technology, introducing breakthroughs in loudspeaker design, 
measurement tools, and sound processing and earning over 100 international patents. Every 
loudspeaker is handmade in Berkeley, CA by men and women like you who share a passion for 
quality and innovation.

The Meyer Sound family is committed to support the efforts of houses of worship around the 
globe. Our mission is to help you communicate your message with power and clarity, and 
we’re devoted to building products and partnerships that last a lifetime.

If you aim to elevate the worship experience with an immersive soundscape that engages and 
inspires, choose the company relied on by the world’s greatest artists and most prestigious 
concert venues: Meyer Sound.
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St. Andrews Presbytarian
The first LINA arrays in Southern California 
were flown at St. Andrews Presbyterian Church 
in Newport Beach, where audio lead and FOH 
mixer Joe Cristina was tasked with finding the 
optimum replacement for an aging system of 
point-source loudspeakers. With a long parallel 
career as an orchestrator and arranger, Cristina 

approached the audio system evaluations with a musician’s sensibilities. Despite his 
musical bias, Cristina acknowledges the critical importance of intelligibility. “The most 
important element for church sound is the spoken word,” he acknowledges. “We used 
to have a problem with speech clarity in the balcony, but with the LINA system those 
problems are gone. We’ve had compliments from the first Sunday. Laypersons who 
know nothing about sound have told me the difference is night and day.”

Willow Creek Community Church 
South Barrington, IL

Bethel Church 
Redding, CA

Gateway Church 
Southlake, TX

Celebration Church 
Jacksonville, FL

Fellowship Church 
Grapevine, TX

St. Andrews Presbyterian Church 
Newport Beach, CA

Shiloh Church 
Oakland, CA

Clinton Frame Mennonite Church 
Goshen, IN

Eastside Church 
Anaheim, CA

Free Chapel 
Gainesville, GA

Oak Hills Church 
San Antonio, TX

Evangel Temple Church 
Jacksonville, FL

Northland Church 
Longwood, FL

Gateway Fellowship Church 
Dallas, TX
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MEYER SOUND SYSTEMS IN WORSHIP SPACES WORLDWIDE

Sacred Heart
The sanctuary of Sacred Heart Catholic 
Church in the Swiss town of Brig has 
benefited from improved speech intelligibility, 
enhanced visual aesthetics and expanded 
multimedia options with the installation of an 
AV system anchored by Meyer Sound CAL 
column array loudspeakers with advanced 

digital beam steering technology. Suspended from the roof in the front corners, 
far away from the central altar, the two CAL 64 loudspeakers utilize beam steering 
technology to tilt sound downward and shape the vertical beam spread to fit the 
seating plane.

Eastside Christian Church
A new satellite site for Southern California’s 
Eastside Christian Church is the first to 
benefit from the power, clarity and quick 
set-up offered by an innovative portable 
system of Meyer Sound LEOPARD line 
array loudspeakers. Installed on carts 
that are rolled into place weekly by 

volunteers, the self-contained arrays deliver ample power to supply sound for up 
to 800 worshippers gathered in the gymnasium of Whittier Christian High School, 
located about nine miles from the church’s Anaheim main campus. The ready-
made LEOPARD arrays turned out to be the ideal solution to a vexing problem 
common to nearly all portable churches borrowing gymnasiums for worship.

Trinity Church
When health and safety regulations 
compelled Trinity Church in Lubbock, Texas 
to remove old asbestos insulation and 
install new sprinkler systems, the church 
leadership decided to seize the opportunity 
and transform the costly directive into a 
blessing for the future. The congregation 

rallied to fund a total renovation of the 2000-seat worship auditorium that included 
a new Meyer Sound system based around LEOPARD linear line array loudspeakers. 
According to Pastor of Technical Arts Michael Koontz, replacement of the aging 
center-cluster PA has brought focus and clarity to the worship services despite the 
room’s problematic acoustics.
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The Value of Excellence
At Meyer Sound, excellence is a core family value, and impeccable sound is just the beginning. We strive  
for excellence in innovation, in creativity, in consistency, and in standing by what we do—just like you do.

Our pursuit of “the perfect loudspeaker” begins in our Berkeley factory, where our global family of 300 
employees build every driver by hand. Every aspect of manufacturing is directly supervised by John Meyer, and 
we perform rigorous testing on each product to ensure long-term reliability and consistency from unit to unit.  

We’re committed to your success, and we’ll be there for you at every step of your journey with us—from 
around-the-clock support, to seminars and workshops, to collaboration on custom solutions. For added 
assurance, everything we make is covered by a comprehensive five-year warranty.

Simple, Scalable Sound 
A worship sound system should provide a simple path to an engaging, high-quality sonic experience. 
Meyer Sound systems support diverse programming from spoken word to full-scale musical 
productions, without compromise. They’re easy to operate, offer a consistent user experience, and are 
designed to grow with you as your needs grow.

The Truest Translation
Meyer Sound systems faithfully reproduce every detail of the music you create. Set the stage for a 
vibrant, contemporary praise experience, trusting that your community will hear music exactly the way 
it was intended, in concert-quality sound.

Products that Solve Your Problems
Intelligibility in Harmony with Aesthetics 
The beauty of your space is as inspirational as your message. Meet the acoustic challenges of both 
modern and traditional worship environments without detracting from architectural design with slim, 
discreet CAL arrays. These elegant column systems use ultra-precise beam-steering technology to 
provide uniform clarity throughout the space while blending seamlessly into the background.

Reshaping the Worship Experience
Meyer Sound’s revolutionary Constellation active acoustic system lets you transform the sound of your 
space with the touch of a button. This turnkey system, the result of decades of research, combines 
sophisticated digital processing with loudspeakers and microphones to shape the ambience of a space 
without the limitations of traditional acoustic physical acoustic materials. Constellation empowers your 
ministry by transforming your space into a multipurpose venue suitable for all types of programming 
including spoken word, traditional and modern worship.
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A Lasting Investment
Like you, we believe integrity is an enduring quality. We craft loudspeakers you can count on, to 
standards you can trust. Trust Meyer Sound systems to perform now, and for many years to come.



Meyer Sound Solutions

Meyer Sound continually strives to elevate the overall dialogue about sound and bring greater 

awareness to the importance of how we hear and listen. A collaborative, results-focused approach 

to sound solutions drives a company philosophy where creative thinking, craftsmanship, and 

entrepreneurial technology are strongly intertwined. Tours for top-grossing artists and respected 

concert and entertainment venues rely on Meyer Sound, as do houses of worship, cinemas, 

restaurants, universities, corporate offices, and museums.

Quality Service & Longterm Investment

With field offices and authorized distributors worldwide, Meyer Sound designs and manufactures all 

products at its Berkeley, California headquarters, allowing for rigorous quality control and testing, 

and starting in 2018, all products are covered by a five-year warranty. Scientific acoustical research 

and product development have earned Meyer Sound more than 100 US and international patents 

and numerous awards since its founding in 1979 by John and Helen Meyer. With Meyer Sound, audio 

practitioners also benefit from a full package of system design and validation tools, training, and 

support, all of which are provided to make exceptional listening experiences easier to achieve.
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